Abstract: Robust optimization can provide safe and tractable analytical approximation for the chance constrained optimization problem. In this work, we studied the application of robust optimization approximation in solving chance constrained planning and scheduling problem under uncertainty. Four different robust optimization approximation methods for improving the quality of robust solution were investigated. The methods include the traditional a priori probability bound based solution method, the a posteriori probability bound based method, the iterative method, and the recently proposed optimal robust optimization approximation algorithm. Applications of the different methods were demonstrated in a process scheduling problem and a production planning problem. Solution quality and computational effectiveness were also compared for the various methods.
INTRODUCTION
Modern process industries face the increasing pressures for remaining competitive in the global marketplace. To reduce costs, inventories and environmental impact, as well as to maximize profits and responsiveness, a major goal of the process industry is to optimize the process operations in supply, manufacturing and distribution activities. Major activities of process operations include production planning, process scheduling and supply chain management. Those operational activities complement the role of process design and synthesis, and seek to improve existing operating process.
The operation of chemical processes is inherently subject to uncertainty. For example, the production planning problem needs to consider the availability and prices of raw materials, and the demand for products, and the process scheduling needs to consider the process yield, processing time, resource availability, product quality, demand, and input costs.
Since decisions made under deterministic assumptions can lead to suboptimal or even infeasible operations, a major interest of process industry is to generate agile and efficient process operations decisions that allow the producer to be more adaptive to uncertainties in manufacturing process and dynamics in the market. If the optimization under uncertainty can be well handled, the efficiency of chemical process operations can be improved, which will lead to a higher profit.
However, uncertainty poses major challenges to decision making for the chemical processes. The challenges lie in not only the modelling of uncertainty but also in the decision making under uncertainty. Shapiro (2004) overviewed the main challenges within the area of supply chain planning. Li and Ierapetritou (2008) reviewed the process scheduling, identified the further research challenges, and discussed some new ideas. Verderame et al. (2010) provided a review of the main contributions within the area of planning and scheduling problem under uncertainty.
Among the various methods for modelling uncertainty in optimization, chance constraint is an important technique since it explicitly models the solution reliability into the optimization problem. In many applications, it is also reasonable to seek a reliable solution that leads to constraint satisfaction at certain level of probability. Those practical considerations call for the modelling of the degree of constraint violation/satisfaction in the optimization problem. The corresponding constraint is the so called chance constraint and the resulted problem is called the chance constrained optimization problem.
The study of chance constrained optimization problem stems from Charnes et al. (1958) . They presented the chance constrained optimization problem from financial planning problems. Extensive studies have been undertaken since then, which include Dupačová et al. (1991) , Prékopa (1995a,b) , Henrion et al. (2001) , etc. The chance constrained optimization problem can be transformed into an equivalent deterministic model only under several few special uncertainty distributions (e.g., normal distribution). For general uncertainty distributions, chance constraint is generally solved through various approximation techniques because of the following reasons. First, it is difficult to formulate an equivalent deterministic constraint for the chance constraint for general uncertainty distribution. Furthermore, checking the feasibility of a chance constraint is not easy and the feasible region of chance constrained optimization problem is often nonconvex. To avoid the above difficulties, existing methods for solving chance constrained optimization problem largely rely on solving an approximation problem. Generally, there are two types of approximation methods used in the literature to approximate a chance constraint: sampling based approach and analytical approximation approach.
The sampling based approximation contains two main approaches: sample average approximation (SAA) and scenario approximation. SAA uses an empirical distribution related to a random sample to replace the actual distribution of the chance constraints. Samples can be obtained from the replaced probability distribution (Pagnoncelli et al., 2009) . They provided detailed theoretical background to the SAA method. Scenario approximation generates a set of realizations (scenarios) of the random vector and approximates the problem with the samples. By complying with the constraints for all the scenarios, a unique solution for the scenario approximation problem can be obtained. This kind of method has been introduced in (Calafiore and Campi, 2006) .
Analytical approximation based approaches aim to transform the chance constraint into a deterministic formulation, which generally should be a safe approximation and also computationally tractable. Robust optimization is one of the important methods for analytically approximating a chance constraint. Robust optimization often requires only a mild assumption on probability distributions, and it provides a tractable approach to obtain a solution that remains feasible in the chance constrained problem. Hence, robust optimization has been widely used to construct a safe approximation of chance constraint. However, the quality of the approximation has not received attention in the past. A safe approximation can be unnecessarily conservative and lead to a solution that is of bad performance in practice.
In this paper, we study the robust optimization approximation method for solving chance constrained planning and scheduling problem. Compared to the existing method, the focus of this paper will be on how to improve the quality of robust solution. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the chance constrained optimization problem. Section 3 presents major framework of approximating chance constraint using robust optimization. Four different approximation methods were introduced, and three of them aim at improving the quality of robust solution. Two case studies are investigated in Section 4, which demonstrate the various approximation based solution methods. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
CHANCE CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION
Consider the following chance constraint with parameter uncertainty:
where j x represents the decision variables, j a are parameters subject to uncertainty, ε is a reliability parameter (0<ε<1). Define the uncertain parameter as
where j a and ˆj a represent the nominal value and the positive constant perturbations of the uncertain parameters, respectively, j  represent independent random variables. The index subset J corresponds to the coefficients subject to uncertainty. The uncertain constraint in (1) can be regrouped as follows
The chance constraint (1) can be rewritten as
or equivalently as follows by applying an upper bound on the probability of constraint violation:
In the rest of the paper, the above individual chance constraint will be approximated using robust optimization method. Notice that for an optimization problem with multiple individual chance constraints, they can be approximated separately. Joint chance constraint is not considered in this work.
ROBUST OPTIMIZATION APPROXIMATION
In the uncertainty set induced robust optimization framework, the data is varying in an uncertainty set, and the aim is to find the best solution that remains feasible for any ξ in the given uncertainty set U with size Δ so as to immunize against infeasibility. The corresponding robust counterpart optimization constraint is:
Li et al. (2011) conducted a systematic study of the techniques for both linear and mixed integer linear programming for the uncertainty set induced robust counterpart optimization. Various robust counterpart formulations have been presented and probability bounds were introduced to quantify the solution reliability as a function of the size of the uncertainty set in (Li et al., 2012) .
To study the application of robust optimization approximation for chance constrained planning and scheduling problem, the following four methods will be applied.
A priori probability bound based method (method 1)
Traditionally, the a priori probability bounds are used to quantify the reliability of the robust solution, which is related to the corresponding robust optimization approximation of the chance constrained problem. The meaning of the a priori probability bound is that if the uncertainty set size is Δ, then the solution of the robust optimization problem will ensure IFAC ADCHEM 2015 June 7-10, 2015 that the probability of violation is less than or equal to the bound: 
Various a priori probability bounds can be derived based on the type of the uncertainty set and the distribution of the uncertain parameters. For instance, a valid a priori probability upper bound for ellipsoidal set induced robust optimization model is given by:
and to use the a priori probability bound for solving the chance constrained problem, the size of the uncertainty set is determined by:
Finally, the size determined by the above problem is used for the robust counterpart optimization problem and which provides a feasible solution to the chance constrained problem.
A posteriori probability bound based method (method 2)
Although robust optimization approximation can provide safe approximation to chance constrained problem, the traditional approximation method presented in Section 3.1 can be unnecessarily conservative and lead to a solution that is of poor performance in practice. In order to find less conservative robust optimization approximation that still satisfies the desired probability of constraint satisfaction, we can use a tighter probability upper bound on constraint violation, the a posteriori probability bound given by Li et al. (2012) . If the solution x  to the robust optimization approximation is given, then the reliability of the solution can be quantified by a posteriori probability bounds. If the probability distribution of the uncertain parameter is known, then the following relationship holds,
and the a posteriori probability bound is given by: The above problem generally leads to a less conservative solution than the traditional a priori bound based method. However, this problem is in general a nonconvex optimization problem because of the moment generating function term in the constraint.
Iterative method (method 3)
In order to improve the quality of the solution when robust optimization approximation is used to approximation chance constraints, Li and Floudas (2014) provided an iterative method which compromise the aforementioned two methods. This method combined the a priori probability bound and the a posteriori probability bound. The initial size of the uncertainty set is determined by the a priori probability bound, and then the a posteriori probability bound is used to adjust the size of the uncertainty set. This iterative method improves the robust solution quality through the following heuristic procedure: if the probability calculated by the a posteriori probability bound is larger than the desired level, the set size should be decreased; if the probability is smaller than the desired level, the set size should be increased. The adjustment of the set size can lead to an improved robust solution from the set induced robust optimization problem, and the solution feasibility is guaranteed for the original chance constrained problem.
Optimal robust optimization approximation (method 4)
Recently, Li and Li (2014) proposed a two-step solution algorithm to identify the optimal robust optimization approximation (i.e., least conservative approximation) for a chance constraint: an upper bound of the optimal set size is identified first, and then the optimal (i.e., minimum) set size is searched. If the uncertainty set size is too large, the robust optimization problem can be infeasible. So the first step is to identify the maximum set size that makes the robust optimization problem feasible. In the next step, the optimal set size will be searched with the identified max feasible set size as the upper bound. Considering the possible nonmonotonicity relationship between the size of uncertainty set and the constraint satisfaction probability, the smallest possible set size is identified by finding the first global minimum of the absolute difference between the solution reliability and desired reliability. The problem can be formulated as:
where true satisfaction prob is the probability of satisfaction of the robust solution. It is evaluated by Monte-Carlo simulation. The optimal solution to the above problem is obtained IFAC ADCHEM 2015 June 7-10, 2015, Whistler, British Columbia, Canada through a global optimization method. Finally, the optimal set size (i.e., optimal robust optimization approximation) will be obtained for solving the chance constrained optimization problem. For a problem with only one individual chance constraint, the two-step solution algorithm can find the least conservative robust optimization approximation that leads to the desired probability.
CASE STUDY
In this section, we demonstrate the various robust optimization approximation methods introduced in previous section through a process scheduling and a production planning problem.
Process Scheduling
This problem involves the scheduling of a batch chemical process related to the production of one chemical product using three raw materials. The mixed integer linear optimization model is formulated as follows and the readers are referred to (Li et al., 2011) for detailed problem description and data. 
In this example, the uncertainty of demand P 1 is considered, and the demand constraint 

The four different robust optimization approximation methods were applied to the problem and the following results were obtained, as shown in is the probability of violation of the solution obtained from the corresponding robust optimization problem, which is evaluated by Monte-Carlo simulation using 50000 samples, and time is the CPU time for solving the robust optimization problem. For the four different methods, the corresponding schedules of case 1 are shown in Figure 1~4 , respectively. If the desired constraint satisfaction level is set to be 0.9 (case 2, which means the maximum constraint violation is set to 0.1), the obtained results are shown in Table 2 . Figure 1 . Schedule of the a priori bound based method IFAC ADCHEM 2015 June 7-10, 2015 It can be seen from Table 1 and Table 2 that the objective value of the traditional method is the worst, the probability of the violation of its solution is also the smallest. This means that the traditional method is very conservative and it is even infeasible for case 2. Furthermore, the objective value of the iterative method is smaller than the a posteriori probability bound based method, because its violation of constraint is smaller. However, the computational time of the iterative method is much less. The objective value of the optimal robust optimization approximation method is the largest, and the violation of the constraint is smaller than the desired largest violation probability level and is the closest one to it. Notice that true probability of violation of the optimal solution is still no larger than the desired level. The reason for that case 1 has a true probability of violation less than 0.5 is that the minimum probability of satisfaction of the robust solution is 0.6021 (i.e., the upper bound of the probability of violation is 0.3979). The results demonstrated the trade-off between solution quality and computation time. While computational time is not a practical restriction, optimal robust approximation will be the best method since it leads to least conservative robust solution. Otherwise, the iterative method will be a good option since it leads to good quality solution with relatively small computation time. where the objective is to maximize the sales under a certain cost limit. For detailed problem data, the readers are referred to (Li et al., 2012) . Assume the costs j C is uncertain and can be represented byĵ 
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The desired probabilistic guarantee that the above constraint is satisfied is set as 0.85, which means the upper bound of the probability of constraint violation is set to 0.15. Then, its version of chance constraint is:   0.5 400, 000 0.15 (Li et al., 2011) , the ellipsoidal uncertainty set induced robust counterpart optimization constraint is:
The following constraint is derived for the a posteriori probability bound based method:
Next, we applied all the four robust optimization approximation methods to this problem. After the robust solution is obtained, 50000 samples are generated to simulate the probability of constraint satisfaction/violation. The corresponding results are summarized in Table 3 : From Table 3 , it can be found that while all the solutions satisfy the probabilistic requirement, the solution of the optimal robust optimization approximation is the best. It has the largest objective value and the minimum gap of probability of constraint violation to the target (i.e. the violation level is 0.1479, compared to the target level of 0.15). The solution obtained from the a posteriori probability based method is a little better than the one got from the iterative method. However, solve time of the iterative method is much less. By comparing the traditional method and the iterative method, it can be noticed that the quality of the solution has been greatly improved (i.e., from 2,350,437 to 2,563,724, a 9% increase). After comparing those four methods, it can be concluded that the iterative method and optimal approximation method are good options for solving the original chance constrained problem.
CONCLUSIONS
In order to solve the chance constrained planning and scheduling problem using the robust optimization approximation, four different methods were are investigated in this paper. Among those four methods, the traditional a priori bound based method is the most conservative one, whereas all the other three methods can improve the quality of robust solution. Comparing the three improvement methods, the iterative method has the smallest computational complexity. The a posteriori probability bound based method requires solving nonconvex optimization problem. The optimal approximation method can identify the best possible robust optimization approximation for a single chance constraint. To apply this method to those problems with multiple individual chance constraints, the set sizes have to be the same and suboptimal solution will be obtained. All the improvement methods (method 2-4) don't have restrictions in the uncertainty distribution. Performance comparisons of the various methods through a process scheduling problem and a production planning problem showed that the iterative and optimal approximation method are good options for solving chance constrained planning and scheduling problem by providing a flexibility between solution quality and computation effectiveness.
